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BUYERS GUIDE TO SOLAR
1. INTRODUCTION
Powersun’s Buyer Guide has been produced to give
you a clear understanding of the process involved in
the purchase of a Solar PV system.

costs, and to an extent your IRR, are relative to the
project scale.

The benefits of Solar are both environmental and
financial. Most owners want to invest in an energyproducing improvement to their property. Some
people like the security of reducing the amount of
electricity they buy from their utility because it makes
them less vulnerable to future price increases and all
systems reduce carbon emissions and in business
show corporate& social responsibility

During this transition the principles of self- generation
in Renewable energy helps business towards both
security of supply and control of costs, securing
reliable and predictable energy prices.

“PV IS THE MOST POPULAR AND
MOST COMPETITIVE RENEWABLE
TECHNOLOGY IN THE UK”

Solar is a proven and extremely reliable technology
with no moving parts, and is fuel-less and clean.

INTU Bromley shopping Centre June 2016

ENERGY IN THE 21ST CENTURY

Demand Response is a source of reserve energy
generation and balancing services for National Grid
and is utilised to address a range of problems that
affect the UK electricity distribution network. Peak
demand plant and Energy storage systems will play an
increasing part in supporting and stabilising the grid.

The Energy industry is in the midst of a rapid
transformation as it takes on the challenges of
increasing demand and powering of our low carbon
future.

Audley travel – BIPV constructed / energised June 2017

Solar PV is a very modular technology. It comes in all
shapes and sizes, from the smallest caravan roof to a
300MW ground-mounted solar farm covering over
250 hectares, from a solar powered calculator to huge
reservoirs covered in floating solar panels. Outside
Europe, ground-mounted solar plants can even reach
1GW in size. It is important therefore to realise that

Whilst Coal Generation has decreased by 30 % since
2010 and is set to close by 2025, Renewable capacity
has increased by 24%.
The Government has established the Capacity Market
(CM) as part of its Electricity Reform Policy It is
intended to incentivise investment in more
sustainable, low-carbon electricity capacity at the
least cost for energy consumers. This is needed to
help secure National electricity supplies for the
future.

Installed solar PV cumulative capacity (MW) UK

To encourage this new incentives are driving Battery
storage both at utility scale direct to the National Grid
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and ’behind the meter’ which can create revenue
streams and secure uninterrupted power supply for
businesses.

It has built considerable experience of system design,
excellent relationships with major suppliers and a
wide network of project introducers and local
partners.

However for the last two years following the market
shifts Powersun has been focussing on the
development, installation and maintenance of
turnkey systems (from Design to Installations) for
property developers and large scale ground mounted
systems up to 5.0MW. Powersun is a small team of
highly qualified and experienced Engineers

Eden School (Walthamstow) energised April 2017

Powersun are confident that the future of the

Banister House (Hackney) energised May 2016

National Grid is local. Distributed renewable
generation solutions have already been able to
provide up to 40% of UK demand on any one day and
this will only increase.

The company first specialised in turnkey building
integrated solar PV solutions on both commercial and
domestic installations.
Commercial CAD layout – Country Foods

Behind the meter storage will allow more localisation,
as companies focus on future energy costs and energy
security. This security can even come free, as
substantial funding is available.

These systems are installed directly by Powersun, or
by one of their reliable EPC sub-contractors.

ABOUT POWERSUN

Our systems are installed across the UK on Residential
Homes and Commercial roofs and in fields of ground
mounted panel.

Powersun is a specialised vertically integrated Solar
PV project developer and EPC contractor. Powersun
has been designing and installing solar photovoltaic
systems nationwide since 2011.

We are members of Renewable Energy Association
(REA), MCS, Constructionline and accredited suppliers
to Carbon Trust.

Installation team on commercial roof in Bromley

For additional information please contact us. Our
consultation is free and without obligation.
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2. JARGON and ACRONYM
AZIMUTH ANGLE - angle describes the

BIPV – Building Integrated Photovoltaic

deviation from the southern direction

INCLINATION ANGLE – angle between

BOS – Balance of System components including
connectors cables, isolators and meters

horizon and sun

DNO – Distribution Network Operator. They
INVERTER – power electronics device which

approve system connection to the National Grid.

converts DC to AC current

IRRADIANCE – the amount of sunlight that falls
onto a surface – Solar radiation

PHOTOVOLTAIC or (PV) technology involving

IRR – internal rate of return (%), financial
measure of investment

PPA – Power purchase agreement, electrical supply
contract

MCS – Micro-generation Certificate Scheme is an

the energy performance of a building from A to G

industry led certification scheme for microgeneration
products and supported by the Department for
Energy and Climate Change (DECC), to promote the
uptake of renewable and low-carbon electricity
generation technologies

DNUoS – Distribution Network Operator
EPC – Energy performance certificate issued to rate

the direct conversion of electromagnetic radiation as
sunlight, into electricity

Just to confuse EPC – Engineering Procurement and

MPAN – Meter Point Administration Number

construction Services, contractor who builds the plant

denotes the number of an electrical consumer
account

PHOTON - an elementary particle such in sunlight

ERM - Government Electrical Market Reform

that carries energy

SOLAR MODULE – solar panel, typically 60 cells
laminated in glass to glass sheet and held in
aluminium frame

STRING - A number of PV modules are connected
in series to generate the required output voltage

FIT – feed in tariff, government incentive
kWh – Kilowatt Hour, unit of electricity
kWp

- Kilowatt peak stands for peak power. This

value specifies the output power achieved by a Solar
module under full solar radiation

MW – Megawatt – equal to 1000 kWp
O&M – Operation and Maintenance
ROC – Renewable Energy Certificate
SPV – Special Purpose Vehicle
UPS - uninterrupted power supply
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3. PROCESS OF SOLAR INSTALLATION
A step by step guide to the processes from start to
completion.

INITIAL SURVEY
ANALYSIS OF CONSUMPTION

An understanding of the business consumption is
required in order to show the savings that Solar can
provide. Ideally Half Hourly Data (HHD) and a copy of
your electricity bill.

SYSTEM DESIGN
CAD LAYOUT – shows the rooftop or ground
mounted arrangement of solar panels

SYSTEM DESIGN
SYSTEM PROPOSAL
ANALYSIS OF PROPOSAL
COMMISSION/TESTING
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

INITIAL SURVEY
In the first instance we look at the type of roof, roof
aspect, location and access.
It is important that the business owns the building,
although arrangements can be made with a landlord,
requiring an airspace lease.

ANALYSIS OF CONSUMPTION

permission. All we need is your MPAN number,
usually found on your bill and a letter of authority
to make an application on your behalf.

PROJECTIONS are made for the electrical
generation of system in terms of kWh/yr and
carbon offset in Kg of CO₂/yr. Photovoltaic
Geographical Information System (PVGIS) from
the Joint Research Centre supply this irradiance
data for locations across world based on angle of
orientation, azimuth angle of panels and shading.

SYSTEM PROPOSAL
Includes the technical specification and financial
returns and savings that the system will produce in
accordance with MCS guidelines.

ANALYSIS OF PROPOSAL
Check that IRR return and payback suits your forward
Energy strategy. Usually payback falls between 5 and
8 years and IRR from 8% to 20%.
DNO APPROVAL - All commercial PV systems
require DNO approval to connect and export to
the grid. We can conduct this with your

MPAN number
It takes several weeks so we advise that we start
this process early. Once you have approval you
normally have a 6 month period to commission.
FINAL SITE SURVEY – onsite survey to check all is
in order for the proposal in preparation for
installation
STRUCTURAL SURVEY – Structural engineering
calculation are conducted to test that the roof
can bear the load of panels

CONSTRUCTION/COMMISSION
On completion all AC and DC circuits are tested and
the system energised. The DNO are informed that the
system is connected. Finally an application to a FiT
licensee is made so that you get your FIT payments
which are paid quarterly.
Powersun provide a full Handover pack which
includes how the system should be maintained.
Additionally Powersun offer Operation and
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Maintenance contracts to ensure the performance of
the system for its lifetime.

HOW THE SYSTEM GENERATES
ELECTRICITY?
The solar cell allows the movement of electrons
between layers when photons of sunlight reach the
surface of the cell. The movement of electrons is
current which is collected in the cell. Solar panels are
connected in series in strings, connected to an
inverter which converts the power from DC to AC.
This can then be used to drive appliances or
machinery.

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
MONOCRYSTALLINE AND
POLYCRYSTALLINE SOLAR PANELS?
The manufacturing processes of poly-Si and mono-Si
panels are different, as the wafer cells for poly are
sliced from a casting rather than from a drawn ingot
with singular and regular orientation. The technical
performance of a mono-Si and poly-Si of the same
rated power (W) and efficiency show negligible
difference. Poly-Si are cheaper and more commonly
used in Commercial applications and can be identified
because the anti-reflection coating has a sky blue
colour. This on mono-Si is black and these are often
used for aesthetic reasons, for example against black
slate roof tiles.
For both silicon technologies the mainstream panel is
a 60 cell – 1640 x 990 mm and comes with a
performance warranty of up to 25 years. The
performance of the panel has a slight degradation
over this period whereby the manufacturer
warranties 90% performance at 25 years.

Grafton House 50 kWp – Milton Keynes
Despite what you may think about the British
weather, sunlight is a predictable resource. Year on
year the daylight levels may fluctuate as much as 5%,
but over 20 years the average shows little fluctuation.
Subsequently the electrical generation is predictable
and therefore supported by investors on larger
projects.

Panels are tested off the production line at specific
conditions to rate their power.
The efficiency of solar panels will reduce with
temperature increase.
Panel efficiency = 1000 x

Panel Wattage
Panel area (m2 )

Therefore the efficiency is a function of the rated
power (W) and Panels area.

Panel Manufacturers are categorised in Tier 1, 2 and
3. Tier 1 is the largest and most established producers
with a history of non-recourse financed projects, high
R&D spend and high automaton levels. We advise
using Tier 1, Grade A cells to ensure reliability for the
lifetime of the system.

Construction of solar panel showing laminate layers
supported in aluminium frame

HOW THE SYSTEM GENERATES
MONEY?
Solar is a long term investment. The projection and
returns are usually based on project lifetime of 20
years
ROC incentives are now closed and the remaining
Government incentive is FiT – Feed in Tariff
The traditional FiT model is that the Government pay
a generation tariff for every kWh generated. You can
then use these KWh which would offset your supply
from the National Grid. What you don’t use you can
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sell back to the grid at an export tariff. The export
tariff currently sits at 5.03p/kWh
FiTs degress automatically and reduce by approx. 3%
every quarter. For example the current generation 1
Apr to 30 Jun tariff for PV system from 10 kWp to 50
kWp is 4.35 p/kWh. All systems below 50 kWp must
have an MCS certified Installer in order to get FiT
payments.
On large systems > 1 MW the economies of scale
significantly reduce installation costs and the forward
cost of Solar is competitive to the national grid supply.
This now allows development of Private Wire Solar
parks driven by PPA agreements.

DO YOU REQUIRE PLANNING
PERMISSION?
The installation of solar panels and equipment on
residential buildings and land may be 'permitted
development' with no need to apply to the Local
Planning Authority for planning permission up to 1
MW. There are, however, important limits and
conditions which must be met to benefit from these
permitted development rights which we account for
in the design process.
Equipment mounted on a roof must not be within
one metre of the external edge of that roof.
Equipment mounted on a wall must not be within
one metre of a junction of that wall with another
wall or with the roof of the building
The panels must not be installed on a listed
building or on a building that is within the

grounds of a listed building, or on a site
designated as a scheduled monument.

WHAT ARE BUSINESS RATES?
In April 2017 the Solar Trade Association (STA)
negotiated an agreement with Valuation Office
Agency (VOA) a schedule of 2017 Ratings. Some rates
are a huge jump from last year. For example a 50 kWp
system would be £1,366 per annum. However the UK
rating system allows that if a system is owned by a
third party, the rateable value would be much less, for
example for 50 kWp, £172.00 per annum. Powersun
therefore advise our customers to set up an SPV to
own the solar and sell power to the building.

Operational costs are minimal and broadly take the
form of panel cleaning, system monitoring and
periodic maintenance, as well as provision for
replacement inverter, which are assumed to require
replacement once over the 25Y life of a project.
Panels require periodic cleaning, the frequency of
which depends is site specific. It’s not unusual for
panels left dirty several years to bring the system
performance down by 20%

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
A data logging system connects to direct to the
inverters of a system, and records data in real time
with a web-based system. We access this data and
check the performance daily and make periodic
reports.

Annual generation shows seasonal variation

WARRANTIES
SOLAR PANELS – typically a performance warranty
up to 25 years and a 10 year product warranty

Comparison of linear and stepped performance
warranty over 25 years

INVERTER – typically a 10 year warranty. Most
Actual realtime data from a 50 kWp system in Milton
Keynes, a typical cloudless day in Spring 2017

financials models will factor in the replacement of
inverters once of the 20 system lifetime
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INSTALLATION – typically a 2 year warranty of
workmanship of installation

HOW CAN I PAY
There are several methods of payment to suit your
circumstances. Three options:-

Carbon Trust Accredited Suppliers have been
independently assessed by the Carbon Trust and met
or exceeded criteria designed to examine their
capability and proven track record of delivering
thoughtful, well-designed energy efficient and
renewable energy systems.

development costs and minimising cost increases to
consumers.

INVESTMENT maximises your return and this
can be made by stage payments:
•
25% with order
•
35% on Technical Survey
•
40% on Completion of project

Apply including our proposal. This support is available
for a limited period on a first come, first served basis,
aimed at small and medium sized businesses in
England, Scotland and Wales

FINANCE - There are several loan Companies
who specialise in Renewable Energy Loans
•
Period of 3 - 7 years on interest rates of 6 - 8
% subject to status
•
These can be designed to be 'NEUTRAL
COSTING'

FULLY FUNDABLE PROJECTS on > 1 MW
projects using private wire and power purchase
agreements.

Powersun are accredited suppliers with the Carbon
trust. They have a Green Business fund which is
applicable to Solar PV because it is an energy saving
technology and thereby reduces Carbon emissions.
The maximum amount is £10,000 or 30% of the
project which you are eligible on application which is
relative to the energy savings.

ESS revenues streams are as a combination of peak
shaving, reduction of Transmission (TUoS) and
Distribution (DUoS) charges and Frequency control
(FFR). The actual revenues are specific to the site
locality.
Essentiality this allows businesses to generate an
income, store electricity locally and switch to this
stored energy at any time. (All automated)

ARE THERE ANY COMPLEMENTARY
ENERGY SAVING DEVICES ?
ENERGY STORAGE – Reduce your energy bill by

ARE THERE ANY GRANTS AVAILABLE?

24 hour period of Peak demand and Frequency control

Demand
Side
Management
uninterrupted power supply (UPS)

and

provide

Energy storage systems (ESS) revolutionise the
electricity grid in the UK. In 10 years’ time, electric
cars, UPS’s, commercial and domestic energy storage
and grid scale storage will all be part of a national
Smart Grid, allowing inter-trading, reduced grid

VOLTAGE OPTIMISATION – Voltage Optimisation
is an energy saving technology installed in series with
the main electricity supply. This systematically
optimises, regulates and cleans the incoming power,
and brings the voltage supplied into a building in line
with what is actually required by all the equipment in
the plant or office. Savings can be between 10% and
25% of your electricity bill.
The savings are dependent on your incoming voltage,
loads and types of machinery/appliances.
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4. POWERSUN DOCUMENTS
SOLAR ASSESSMENT PROPOSAL

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
ROOFTOP SYSTEMS

REFERENCE SITES

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
SOLAR PARKS
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5. REFERENCE PROJECTS
GRAFTON HOUSE
size

50 kWp

401 Grafton Gate is a prestigious headquarters office building
located at the heart of Milton Keynes. The property is based
over four floors with extensive on site car parking and offers a
high specification ‘best in class’ working environment.

Annual Generation

44,600 kWh

Initially Powersun conducted a Solar Assessment on the
building and designed an optimised system. The PV system
consisting of 168 x 265 W polycrystalline panels on the flat
roof of the building.

CO₂ annual savings

23.5 Tonnes

INTU BROMLEY SHOPPING CENTRE
size

70 kWp
Annual Generation

60,000 kWh

Across Multiple Carpark roofs situated on Bromley High
Street
There are 10 arrays on 10 roofs spread across the Carport roofs
on Upper level 2. Slate roof system fixed to substructure. As a
New development the system was employed for Carbon offset to
meet planning permissions

CO₂ annual savings

32 Tonnes
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WEEDON SOLAR PARK
size
600 kWp

The owner started with a small 50kW roof system, on the barn
and has now added a 600kW ground mount park as an
investment and to widen the spread of his farm revenue streams

Annual Generation
525 kWh

The park comprises 2304 panels, connected to 32 Danfoss TLX
15kW string inverters

CO₂ annual savings
280 Tonnes

GUILSBOROUGH SOLAR PARK
size
1.8 MW

This 1.782MW park has 7128 250 W polycrystalline solar modules. For security
the park is ring fenced with 20 CCTV cameras, controlled by video analytics
software, which can recognise human movement

Annual Generation
1,580,000 kWh
CO₂ annual savings
800 Tonnes

The site data is collected by 4 dataloggers from Meteocontrol. All data can be
viewed remotely and monitoring is down to string level, so faults can be traced
to one of 23 panels.
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SIBFORD SOLAR PARK
size
1.2 MW
Annual Generation
1,100,000 kWh

CO₂ annual savings
590 Tonnes

The Sibford solar farm comprises 4752 solar panels. Each of
these is a 250 W (peak) polycrystalline panel
There are 66 inverters, each being driven by a single table
of 72 panels. The inverters are all centrally sited,
minimising the AC cable length and therefore losses. The
system has performed at around 10% above expectation.

RICKFIELD SOLAR PARK
size
1 MW

Annual Generation
850,000 kWh
CO₂ annual savings
500 Tonnes

Rickfield Solar Park also provides power for the chicken
farm on site, via a private wire supply. This allows the
owner to have power at an effective cost of around 6p a
unit.

The park comprises 4552 solar panels, each of 250Wp,
connected to 66 15kW string inverters
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